Panzer Senior-Alumni Reception

To Feature Panel, Six Speakers

Life Hall will be the scene of the Panzer-Alumni Reception to be held March 8 at 8:30.

The combination dinner-reception will feature a dinner in the college's Grand Ballroom as panel discussions and speakers. During this part of the program, placement and career opportunities will be discussed. Mr. Jay Dakelman of Highland Park High School will be the keynote speaker.

Among other events, the program will feature six speakers. Mr. William Lindestrom, principal of New Brunswick High School will speak on “Responsibility to the Administration,” while Commander Sidney Stimson of the United States Naval Reserve and professor of economics at Rutgers University will also address the group.

Mr. Robert Sterling, Director of Athletics at失败4234High School will also address the audience. The topic of elementary schools will be covered by Miss Virginia J. Philip of Montclair High School. Graduate school work will be discussed by Louis Perugia of Regional High School in Clark. Mr. Ernest R. Pries, career representative of the Central Atlantic Area for the YMCA Council, will speak on the YMCA.

Other speakers will be Miss Margaret A. Sharwin of Seton Hall University, Mr. Michael R. Moss of Seton Hall University, who will be moderator of the panel discussion, and Mr. William J. Quigley of Montclair State Teachers College, who will be the emcee.

The program will open with a short film honoring the Montclair High School alumni of the class of 1925.

Building Plans Formulated By Architect Arthur Rigolo

Perhaps one of the most important questions asked on campus today is, “What about our building program now that the Bond has been passed?” Mr. Arthur Rigolo of Clifton has been appointed by the State Board of Education as architect for the MUSC building program. Also working with Montclair are Dr. Clawson W, Director of State Buildings and Mr. Harold Nissel of Dr. Westfall’s staff. These men have met many times with the Administrative Council and the department chairmen in an effort to get approval on the building program.

At present, a master plan for all of the acreage available is being worked out for a master building near the auditorium as the first project. Various buildings and wings are being considered and samples of the original sketches are presented for approval.

One of the next steps will be the building of a third women’s dormitory. This may be opposed because of its proximity to the Binghamton Hall.

Dr. Alyea Of Princeton
To Lecture In Assembly

Dr. Hubert N. Alyea of Princeton University will be in the first program in a series which will be held by the Board of Trustees of the School of Social Studies on March 15, 1960 at the regular assembly time, 10:30 a.m.

This lecture is a popular one on modern science entitled, “Fission and Fusion: Weapons for Peace.” The program is one that will interest both laymen and scientists. Dr. Alyea will trace the growth of ideas which led to the tapping of the atomic power of the atom for war and for peace. This lecture will be the second in the series which has been in cooperation with the Philosophy Department of the school. Dr. Alyea will trace the growth of these ideas and the results which have been developed beyond the mere science of nuclear energy. He will be employed on campus as the co-ordinator of the building program.

Dr. Alyea is the author of a book on social order and a major investigator in the field of social research. He is a specialist in the field of social science and he will be able to present a comprehensive view of the social science as a whole.
Last Friday, an article on college cheating received front-page coverage in The New York Times. It was reported that District Attorney Frank Hogan has opened an inquiry into the charges of college cheating which is a misdemeanor under the State Education law of New York.

Information about the cheating was disclosed to Mr. Hogan's office by The New York World-Telegram and Sun which has been conducting an investigation. A reporter for this paper, Alex Benso, received $40 when he substituted for a student in a final examination at Teachers College of Columbia University. On another occasion Mr. Benso was hired by a local psychologist at a fee of $50 to write a doctoral dissertation for submission to Yeshiva University.

It is interesting to note that this topic "boke" now, when many Montclair students are seriously discussing the problem of cheating in our own institution. On March 9, at eight o'clock, Kappa Delta Pi, our national honor education society, will sponsor a discussion on the problem of cheating at our school. If we are to judge by the answers in this week's Student Forum and by the comments heard around campus, we may assume that many students do not think that a discussion would do any good.

We wonder why a discussion would not help. Can any action be started unless the problem is first discussed? Or is the answer simply that we do not think cheating is such a serious problem?

According to the Times article, Dr. Hollis L. Caswell, president of Teachers College at Columbus, "expressed deep concern." He spoke of other instances of cheating and said that the problem has received attention at other universities. Dr. Caswell said: "What concerns me most deeply is that the teaching profession is losing its standards, which these students will expect. They have a right to demand these standards which it is our duty to uphold."

 richtext:

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**Dear Editor,**

We have a problem and we want to get your help. Ever since the Student Life Building has been standing on the MSC campus, we have advertised it to all visitors and students that this is the safest building on our campus, and we believe that it is free from all problems of cheating. However, there is a group of students who have taken unfair advantage of us in that they have taken our books and left us with the idea of cheating. We wonder why a discussion would not help. Can anyone help us?

Yours truly,
The Lovely Letters.

**Standard!**

On Monday over 2,000 high school seniors took the examination for entrance to Montclair State College. Only a very limited number of these students will be granted admission to MSC.

Each year, as more and more students seek admission to college, the standards for admission are raised. Therefore, we can be assured that those who are admitted will be high caliber students. These students will expect high standards from Montclair, for Montclair is renowned across the nation as a superior teacher-training institution.

It is up to us, the present Montclairians, to maintain the high standards which these students will expect. They have a right to demand these standards which it is our duty to uphold.

**Hi Society**

*by Mary Cronin*

*Engaged: Ann Vignola '60 Dallas Cowan '61 to Bill Ziganto '58 Stevens*

*Placed: Carmella Silvestri '62 to James Dix '60 Agora*

*With the Greeks: Congratulations to the new members of Delta Phi, Jane Burrows '60, Brenda Hite '60, and Sandra Bagnino '60. In addition, Ross Schott '60 and Sue Wulfeck '60 have been elected into the Sigma Phi Mu fraternity.*

**Business Manager**

Carlynnne Tyson

**Associate Editor**

Pamela Binder

By: Becky Rizk, Tony Cseh, Bill Schott, Bill Burrows, Mark Bagrou, Elizabeth Main, Laura Atwood, Barbara Schiltz, and Elizabeth Comfort.

The New York World-Telegram and Sun has as its most widely used college algebra. The book, entitled "Intermediate Algebra for Colleges" by authors Joseph B. Roebuck and Edwin A. Whitman, both of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, and Philip M. Whitman of Johns Hopkins University, is a staple in the MSC mathematics textbooks.

It deals with an elementary treatment of topics taken from another book by the same authors entitled College Algebra and which was the first book used college algebra text in 1909.

**Question: Do you believe that a discussion on the subject of "Cheating in College" by faculty members and the student body at MSC would produce any results?**

**John Piecokiewicz**

social studies

"Yes. I believe that a discussion would probably result in more than one; in other words, too many people do not realize that cheating is as serious as it is. If we were to discuss the matter, we might find some way to eliminate it." 

**Joseph Csernuski**

physical education

"I don't believe that a discussion on the subject of "Cheating in College" would produce any results, since in college students, our ideals should be set and this problem shouldn't exist. Looking at this logically, we will be "on the other side of the fence one day," and we will understand that this is a serious problem."
"Like it or not," Down Beat magazine says in an editorial appearance in its March 3 issue, "the jockeys exert a critical function... They perform the crucial function of placing the rider on the horse..."

Launching into a blast against the practice of payola, Down Beat cites the case of a New York disc spinner who is accused of authorizing the booking of a stack in a new record company and therefore.jpeg

In reprinting it this way, the "it" refers to the..."Jay borrower George Hudor suggests that if the rock 'n' roll fad is "a new generation of potential..."

Among these were the..."The main objective of..." Proposed ISC Holds Meeting

The SGA appointed committee to set up an Inter-Sorority Council, a formal student organization meeting on February 22. The re-creation of Harold Mandel and Rose Ostrowski. Eight of the..."The men of Phi Lambda Pi have chosen Pat Webster, a junior social sciences major from Newark, as Girl of the Month for February. She was presented the traditional..."The arts committee is..."Qualifications are needed for any qualified young person who..."

In this age of congressional investigations of a wide range of topics, the issue of the state university has not been left untouched. The state university is one of the most important persons that the state university is the most important..."Mr. Engle sees the state university as "the new comprehensive..."

The men of Phi Lambda Pi have chosen Pat Webster, a junior social sciences major from Newark, as Girl of the Month for February. She was presented the traditional fruity candies and a corned beef and cabbage meal in a most appropriate manner. Instead of the award being made in the usual ban of colleges, it was presented to Pat in the washboard booth, since Pat was working there at the time. Pat is active in extra-curricular activities at MSC, and at present is a member of Theta Chi Rho and treasurer of the Fencing Club.
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Montclair State Conference Champs
Defeat GSC In Crucial Contest 88-75

by Wes Rehberg

MSC Relay Co-Champs
Girls Cop Third In Nationals

by Ted Schloesser

There were just two conference games left in the State Conference when the Pirates visited Montclair. Both the Indians and Glassboro State were (a) rated; however, the Montclair train was full of surprises, however, and Old Man Upset was riding high. The Indians had just drubbed the Indians 84-65 last week and the Pirates had a 10 point lead that night. The Pirates could do nothing with the five points for a phenomenal shooting performance and Montclair led by 20 points after 36 minutes of play. The Indians, despite a 14 point effort by Nick Jules Steiner and Grock Jules, could not come closer than 12 points. The Indians had to walk away.

The stage was set for Glassboro. If they could beat Jersey City twice in a row tonight, Montclair would have to defeat Carlisle in their last scheduled game and it would necessitate that Carlisle have a better record than both the Pirates and Montclair. Glassboro would be in the league standing, Glassboro and Carlisle would be a tie. Jersey City, the champion of the league last year and a fellow of the GSC, and the Saturday night game against Carlisle would be the deciding outcome. Jersey City was the only team the City State defeated Glassboro.

And so the championship depended visually:

On Saturday evening, February 27, one of the greatest baseball games ever witnessed our gymnasium. The Pirates’ had just won a thrilling victory over Peaceful. Anxieties and tension mingled with the crowd as the Pirates were just 15 minutes away from the championship. Glassboro had already won 11 out of 11 games, with the Pirates one game behind. The Pirates had beaten Glassboro earlier this season, 76-72, on the road. Glassboro entered the game with 11-0 record and the Pirates with 12-0. The Pirates had the last shot at the championship.

The victory over Paterson State, the last game of the season, meant everything for the Pirates. The team had been in the lead for most of the year and the team had been victorious on the road as well. The Pirates had scored 18 points in the last five minutes and for Bill Toomey in particular, the last five minutes were over it was his hand. He scored 18 points and kept the game in the lead. Hank Steiner was in at the strategic point of the game. Montclair would have to defeat Glassboro for the championship and it would necessitate a win over the Indians for the Pirates. The Indians were defeated 63-62. The crowd was alive with excitement and the Indians were back. The referee’s hand slapped the mat and Montclair was in for a thrilling game. The Indians were back. The referee’s hand slapped the mat and Montclair was in for a thrilling game. The Indians were back. The referee’s hand slapped the mat and Montclair was in for a thrilling game.

Glassboro was in the lead by 1 point, 63-62. The crowd was alive with excitement and the Indians were back. The referee’s hand slapped the mat and Montclair was in for a thrilling game. The Indians were back. The referee’s hand slapped the mat and Montclair was in for a thrilling game.